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About This Game

One of the best horror game!!! Deadly Curse is placing you in the midst of an action-packed adventure game where you are in
control. You enter a mental hospital where doctors are experimenting on patients unlike never before. A priest is here to help

the doctors without knowing the stuff they do to those patients.

One day, one of the patients tells him about what is happening. He had his lips saw by the nurse, and he is only one of the few
that had to deal with these horrific things. The priest casts a spell on the hospital in order to save it and the idea here is that spell

reverses things to the point where the crew is dealing with the stuff that those patients had to endure.

The security guy and maid did not agree to all these things, but they are still trapped inside the hospital without any means to get
out. Even if the police got close to the hospital, no one was able to get in or out of that facility.

Deadly Curse starts 60 years after the aforementioned events and you take the role of a researcher that gets lost in the jungle and
he ends up trying to stay away from weeds in a barren hospital. Little does he know that he is inside the fabled cursed hospital.

Gameplay:
A you explore the hospital, you will have to find the 10 pictures took by the maid 60 years ago. You will also need to find the
key with those pictures. However, the hospital is cursed and you will find lots of ghosts and enemies in there. You don’t have

any weapon either, so you must make sure that you avoid any dangerous situations.

If your heart rate goes over 160, you will die. That’s why you need to find a way to eliminate those enemies before the heart rate
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goes too high. All you have is an emergency kit and a battery. Are these tools enough to keep you safe?

You will have to deal with many dangerous situations as you play Deadly Curse. But that’s the thing that pushes the experience
onward and makes you enjoy the game even more than ever before. It’s a fantastic, way to explore a barren, haunted hospital

while also trying to uncover what experiments took place 60 years ago in that mental institution.

Be prepared, the things you will uncover are not pleasant, but they may help you find a solution to a current day situation as
well.

Features:

-Use an emergency kit in order to decrease the heart rate.

-Your flashlight is needed if you want to explore the hospital in safety
Batteries are needed for your flashlight, otherwise you will have to explore in darkness.
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Title: Deadly Curse
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Electrical Eagle
Publisher:
Electrical Eagle
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500 @3.3 GHz / AMD FX-8320 @3.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Serial invalid - cannot start game. Wtf?. Highly recommended. Can't wait for part 2. Really nice cafe management game.

Interesting game mechanics:
1. A lot of different items for sale:
 a. normal items that you can buy from several shops, some shops are rare and available only temporarily
 b. items that you have to farm for in different locations
 c. items that you can grow on your own farm (like Ish-World egg that you can get if you buy some chickens for your farm)
 d. items that you can make after you sell enough of other items (like selling 200 of Steamed rice allows you to make Ish-World
riceballs and Rice porridge from it)
 e. items that you can make after you sell a certain combinations of other items (like selling 50 Chileroo tofu and 50 Ish-World
clams allows you to auto-buy Chileroo miso soup)
2. Progress in each item
 a. at 100 items sold you become able to auto-buy this item in the morning
 b. at 200 items sold some items allow you to use them to produce other items
 c. at 500 items sold you become able to auto-buy this item at any time when amount reaches 0
 d. at 999 items sold you can use some items on altar to gain extra boosts.
3. Different workers accumulate merits by doing their job and become able to do other better jobs (not sure if it is possible to
upgrade workers, they seem to be stuck with the same skills forever)
4. No rush. You have to pay about 2k each month, but it is not hard to get that amount and it seems it does not increase later, on
the opposite you repay the debt and payment decrease, so you can just focus on developing

There are some problems with the game though.
1. Translation may look confusing so it's better to experiment with different options and ask on forum if you are confused to see
if someone else managed to understand the game better and can explain some problem. Personally I did not find this too big a
problem, enjoyed exploring and experimenting
2. Crashes happen often and there is no autosave system, so you tend to lose your progress ocassionally if you don't save often.
On the other hand all crashes that I've seen are reproducable so if you report them with exact steps on how to reproduce them
there is a chance that devs will fix them. Also because they need certain steps to be reproduced you can just avoid those steps
and walk around the crash (for example, I had a crash when one guy was requesting a Healthy herb, I just removed the herb
from the storage and the crash disappeared. did not complete a quest though). I got another crash that blocked my progress - it
happens at the beginning of a day when certain person comes to request an umbrella, so there is no way to avoid it.

Overall I think the game deserves positive review due to interesting mechanics although it still requires some patches.. CS:GO
Player Profiles. I love it. It's so cute and comfortable in so many ways.
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Visually the character design and general visual theme is great and different while the music and sound really adds a fairy-like
atmosphere.

The puzzles get suprisingly intricate and difficult after the first section of the game, and some of them really had me in a bind.
Very satisfying to figure out, and I enjoy how it was presented!
The only real complaint I have is that I had to crank the brightness for some parts in the cave levels, but other than that I had a
great time and heavily recommend it. :)

Cute cows 10\/10. We need to shoot video which then needs to be sold for a round sum to the different countries. This game not
the professional recommendation about development. Just cheerful, sometimes difficult idea. A huge variety of the modes,
presence of spendthrifts, allow to tighten for a long time in a game.
In a game to see nothing of that kind special since differently wouldn't pass for sale.
But here a difficult logical idea, it is necessary to think over everything to trifles. How to remove what to remove how to sell,
advertize, where to sell.. Its like an awful stealth game where you lose if you get spotted once and has all the replayability of
sticking your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in a woodchipper.. blah not the best wouldent work the
second time i tried to play. Works now with the Oculus rift. Thanks.. Bowling with zombies instead of pins. You pick up power-
ups that you can use when you (offensive) or your opponent (defensive) are about to bowl. That's all I can really say about it.
Yes, yes, there's fun to be had with this one. Don't discard it just yet. If you're having a (short) boring moment, this game might
cheer you up.

[Rating: 75\/100]
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Great Game. I just spend 115 hours and finished the game. Had a great time, and definitely got my money worth.
I am really surprised that a RPG game is of such a high level.

The story line is well thought out, and the game mechanics is interesting. I also loved the concept of monster notes too. You can
turn monster nodes on for grinding, and off if you need to explore.

I would highly recommend this game to old school rpg players.. The interface is fine, the graphics are fine, its the questions that
were terrible. I would have liked to see questions centered on classic films, or blockbusters, or important films. Instead you
would have to know two out of three of the following: who was the star of a Doctor Pepper add from the mid seventies, what his
line was, and another movie that he was in.
Quite dissappointed. Second round was played with older people ( they did just as poorly as I did). A satisfying ending to the
trilogy.. It was good like back in February, idk what the heck they did to it, but now its really really bad, don't wast your time,
please.. So bad and empty ! No subtitles (while advertized as subtitled), no content, no more than a few minutes length, 3
choices as the full gameplay (one being the option to skip the english-voiced not-subtitled intro).
You buy it because you want to try some original indie thing, you refund it because you feel cheated by some so-called dev who
doesn't know shame. Even for a low price, I don't need to buy poo.. 6 game in a pack, some good some average........
What can you complain any more?

May be you lose 5 other chance to get CARD.
. This is a game that you play when you have time to waste, and don't want to play anything else. It's funny as all hell though.
8/10. pros

+ good looking and colorful background artwork
+ two playable side character
+ easy puzzles (if you don't want to challenge)
+ engaging fantasy world and atmosphere
+ story is intriguing
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save

cons

- game could have been longer.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- abrupt cliffhanger ending is rushed and clearly designed to set up a sequel.

this is an better than average hog and adventure game. i recommended!. A good short 'game' to get a feel for VR. Runs very
smooth, Even on low spec VR computers.
& its free!

Marle: The Labyrinth of the Black Sea will be released on May 10th!:
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Hello everyone!

Marle: The Labyrinth of the Black Sea developed by Yumenamakon will be available on May 10th!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/985400/Marle_The_Labyrinth_of_the_Black_Sea/

The discovery of ruins near the Island of Isola has caught the attention of many adventurers, including Grand Magician Marle.
However, what she finds there is unlike anything she has seen before. A labyrinth which seals away the strength of any who may
enter it...

________________________________________

Publisher Page: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/Kagura

Group Page: https://steamcommunity.com/groups/kaguragames

Catalogue: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/Kagura/list/35076

Twitter: https://twitter.com/KaguraGaming

Facebook: http://facebook.com/kaguragames

Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/8Qsn5en

Website: https://www.kaguragames.com. Go-Kart Racing Launches on Steam (25% OFF):
Go-Kart Racing has officially launched on Steam. For the first week, there will be an offer to get the game at 25% OFF.

Enjoy and hope to see you out on the karting track!. ⚀⚁⚂ Small discounts list on our Games and Bundles! ⚃⚄⚅:
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you small list of our games, which can be purchased with a good discount!
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Games with discount:. My Brother Rabbit nominated in Aggie Awards!:

Hello fAM! We have fantastic news! We've been nominated in the prestigious Aggie Awards by the redaction of Adventure
Gamers. Aggie Awards are an award for adventure games for merits in several categories from concept, art direction, and story,
to the adventure game of the year.

This year's nominations have been released and My Brother Rabbit has been nominated in two categories - "Best Graphic
Design" and "Best Sound Effects"! We're very happy and very proud that our work has been appreciated!

If you'd like to know more about the whimsical artwork of My Brother Rabbit, you can read up on Gamasutra - Daniel Gizicki
has written a nice article[www.gamasutra.com] on the art of My Brother Rabbit.

If you'd rather just indulge in the visuals, you can head over to either Luke Sałata's instagram[www.instagram.com] or AM's
own IG.

You can support us in the Reader's Choice awards by voting for for us at the voting page[adventuregamers.com] - we're
superexcited about this, and hope you're too!. GIBZ - Easter Update:
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Easter Time in GIBZ! Catch Rabbits and find Easter Eggs for bonus money. Catch at least one rabbit to unlock the Bunny Ears.

Easter Event! Now until the 24th of April (UTC)

Find and catch rabbits to get money! (leap on top of them to catch them)

Catch at least one rabbit to unlock the Bunny Ears hat

Earn more money than usual in the Treasure mini-game by digging up easter eggs (worth 10 coins each)

Updated Japanese Translation

Hat/Facewear pop-up info now displays above the foreground and no longer goes below the screen

The "Fashion Lover" achievement no longer requires you to own any event hats (halloween, xmas, easter) or the Dark
Knight Helmet (from hardcore)

Fixed bug that could prevent you from finishing the Goliath boss fight - when he died holding a zombie that zombie
could end up invincible and floating in the air

Fixed bug where the werewolf could pounce on two players at once in online co-op
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